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Abstract

The growth of user engagement in online social networks has generated a

tremendous amount of content regarding various topics. This rich content

helps businesses to infer interesting information about public opinions and

preferences of OSN users to serve their customers with customized services.

Also, this inferred information can be used for different prediction purposes,

such as predicting the possible outcome of an election.

Despite the huge increase in the amount of produced content in OSNs, many

users tend to consume content on certain topics rather than provide content

themselves. Therefore, it is a challenge to discover preferences of content

consumers who are silent on a given topic. In this thesis, a novel approach

is proposed that predicts personal preferences of content consumers through

what they read rather than what they write. In other words, in this study

it is shown that only relying on followees to predict preferences of content

consumers leads to promising results.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

The growth of online social media such as Orkut, Facebook, and Twitter

has made users able to communicate with their friends, share their opinions

about various topics, and follow the latest news. In social networks, usually

people tend to interact with those who have common interests, personalities,

or attributes. In other words, based on the homophily principle, a tie be-

tween two nodes in a social graph is more likely to be created when those

nodes are similar to each other [15]. So, when two nodes in an OSN (Online

Social Network) are connected to each other, the assumption is that they

have similar opinions.

In OSNs, not only can users express their opinions about services or products,

but they can also discuss any subject ranging from food to politics or daily

events [21]. Currently, inferring users’ interests plays an important role in
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many applications, such as information retrieval, search, and recommender

systems [33]. Discovering interests of users helps recommender systems of

OSNs to assist users with making appropriate selections by suggesting new

friends, products, or content [2], so users would not be overwhelmed by the

massive amount of information available in OSNs and the huge number of

users they can interact with. In addition to users of the OSNs, various busi-

nesses can take advantage of recommending techniques. For example, they

can examine the comments that customers wrote about a particular product

to discover degree of dissatisfaction about their product to improve it. Also,

based on each user’s needs and preferences businesses can recommend new

products that customers were not already aware of [26]. In this way, not only

the points of displeasure can be determined and solved, but also the business

would be expanded by introducing and selling new products.

Short messages called tweets in Twitter that can be only 140 characters are

incomplete, unstructured, linked, and noisy [27]. So, those types of data

could not be reliable sources to infer users’ preferences. Therefore, social re-

lations, which widely exist in social networks, should be used to increase ac-

curacy of prediction. For example, friendship, mention, tweets, and retweets

networks contain valuable information that can help predict users’ opinions.

Not only does considering social relations increase the accuracy of prediction,

but it also helps discover the opinions of passive users and content consumers

in social networks. Because passive users and content consumers tend to read
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content provided by others rather than providing their own, they do not cre-

ate enough content to be used for prediction. In this case, the only available

information to infer preferences of passive users and content consumers is the

friendship network.

In a directed online social network, such as Twitter, two people do not have

to cooperate in the creation of a link between them; there is no requirement

that one user send a friendship request and the other user accept it. In those

type of OSNs, unlike Facebook, relationships are not limited to being friends.

For instance, user A can follow user B without being followed back. In this

case, user B is a “followee” of user A, and user A is a “follower” of user B. In

this way, user B did not show willingness to connect to user A. Knowing that

direction of the links in an OSN, such as Twitter, reflects the eagerness of

users to form relations, there is a question of whether preferences of users who

do not produce content should be inferred using their followers’ or followees’

preferences.

1.1 Thesis objectives

In each online social network, users can have four different roles in terms of

providing content. These four roles are as follows:

1. Active content producers who create new messages, retweet others’

tweets, and share photos frequently;
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2. Semi-active content producers who create new messages, retweet others’

tweets, and share photos from time to time;

3. Active Content consumers (AC consumers) who do not provide any

content about a given topic, but read content related to that topic;

4. Passive users who do not have any interaction activity, such as tweet

and retweet, at all or for a long time. Also, they do not follow or they

are not followed by many people.

The main objective of this thesis is to develop a method to infer political pref-

erences of common types of users who are AC consumers in a directed online

social network, such as Twitter. As discussed earlier, AC consumers tend to

read content of other users on a specific topic rather than write about those

topics themselves. Hence, AC consumers’ personal preferences on a given

topic should be inferred from what they read instead of what they write.

To discover what types of content AC consumers read that reflects their po-

litical preferences, what content their neighbours produce about the topic

should be considered. According to the homophily principle, similarities be-

tween connected users are more than between two random users. However,

AC consumers do not provide enough content on a given topic to attract

attention of other users with similar views to follow them. Furthermore, AC

consumers usually do not have lots of followers with a large degree of similar-

ity regarding a given topic. In this case, it is important to determine whether

considering only followees can predict personal preferences of AC consumers
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as well as analysing followers or combination of followees and followers for

active and semi-active content producers.

Efforts have been made in other research [3, 20, 21, 13, 24] to infer pref-

erences of popular users instead of common types of users who are active

content consumers. However, popular users are followed by millions of users

but follow few users. Famous users are more selective about people whom

they follow, because their behaviour and the choices that they make are

being monitored by the whole world. Thus, studies on those users cannot

be generalized for ordinary users as well. Currently there is no research to

investigate the effectiveness of using follower and followee networks to infer

personal preferences of active content consumers separately.

In some tasks, such as predicting election results or predicting crises before

they happen, a larger data sample would lead to more precise predictions.

Additionally, predictions done on larger data sets are more generalized. Con-

sequently, it is important to consider preferences of AC consumers, who do

not provide any content on a given topic, in making predictions. Similar

to AC consumers, non-supporters of a given topic can have effect on the

accuracy of prediction tasks. Therefore, to expand the size of the labelled

data set and to make precise predictions, in this thesis both supporters and

non-supporters of political parties are taken into account. This experiment

was conducted on a set of more than 80 thousand Twitter accounts to infer
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AC consumers’ political orientations.

1.2 Thesis organization

The remainder of this thesis is organized as follows. Chapter 2 presents back-

ground, emphasizing social theories in online social networks and predicting

missing information covering prediction based on user-generated content and

inferring users’ interests using social relations. Chapter 3 presents how data

sets were created and classified. Also, this chapter shows how followee, fol-

lower and followee/follower graphs were generated to be used to predict polit-

ical preferences of passive users by applying plurality and weighted plurality

voting systems. Chapter 4 presents prediction accuracies obtained by using

follower, followee and follower/followee networks. This chapter examines how

well networks can be used to predict political preferences of AC consumers.

Chapter 5 presents conclusions and recommendations for future work.
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Chapter 2

Background

2.1 Social theories in online social networks

Currently, many studies [26, 12, 2] have been conducted to answer the ques-

tion of whether social theories could be applied to social media or not. Their

research has led to a positive answer of that question. Social perspectives

of an OSN (Online Social Network) can be understood by applying social

theories; however, an OSN is a complicated entity. For example, in an OSN

such as Twitter, data is quite “big, incomplete, unstructured, linked, and

noisy” [27]. As a result, it is not an easy and straightforward task to infer

required and useful information from untidy data. In addition, not all users

in social networks are active in terms of providing content consistently; they

are users who are just active content consumers. Nevertheless, knowledge

of social relations widely exists in social media. The data collected contains
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useful information that can be used even when text is not available. So,

social theories can help to represent, extract, or analyse behaviour of even

content consumers to understand social media better.

Many social theories developed by social scientists can assist researchers with

analysing social media. For example, Tang et al. [28] reported three impor-

tant social theories, which have been applied to social media by many re-

searchers. Those theories are social correlation theory, balance theory, and

status theory. Because most of the studies discussed in this chapter focus

on social correlation theory, the general idea of this theory is explained below.

According to [28], Social correlation theory is an important social theory that

contains three social processes, homophily, influence, and confounding. One

reason that social correlation is important is some links such as friendships

in social media can be explained by it. Due to this theory, “attributes or

behaviours of adjacent users are close to each other” in a social network. For

instance, it is more likely that users who are friends have the same age or sup-

port similar political parties, which are an example of homophily. Homophily

is one of the social processes that explains social correlation principle [28].

There are many studies [36, 23, 19, 35] that have analysed the existence of

homophily in social networks in this decade. Homophily suggests that people

have a tendency to interact with those who have common interests, person-

alities, or attributes [15]. In other words, based on the homophily principle,
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a tie between two nodes in a social graph is more likely to be created when

those nodes are similar to each other. The other social processes of social

correlation are not relevant to this thesis.

Different types of similarities can connect individuals together. Initial stud-

ies on social networks by Miller et al. [15] showed that similarities among

users can be assigned to two major groups. The first group is demographic

characteristics like race/ethnicity, age, and sex. The second group consists of

psychological characteristics such as intelligence, attitudes, and aspirations.

When friendship has occurred, it is more likely that those users of social

network will have common interests or political views.

By knowing that the interests of connected users are like each other, the pref-

erences of those which have not been provided about a given topic can be

inferred. For instance, Mislove et al. [17] showed that missing attributes such

as geographic location and schools that users attended could be inferred from

users who shared those in Facebook in the same community. Their results

indicated that by having the attributes of only 20% of users, the attributes

of the remaining users could be predicted with 80% accuracy. Similarly,

Abbasi et al. [2] demonstrated that among adults, those who have similar

political behaviours are more likely to be friends. So, Abbasi et al. used

preferences of influential neighbours of users, who did not mention attributes

such as political view in their profile, through their friendship network to
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predict missing attributes. The high accuracy of their prediction results,

supported the idea that even the behaviour of passive users of an OSN can

be predicted using the information of the people to whom they are connected.

Not only immediate friends, but also the friends of friends can be taken

into consideration to extract useful information. As an illustration, Wen et

al. [35] investigated homophily among one degree friends, two degree friends,

and three degree friends in traditional communication media, such as email

and meeting calenders. The authors intended to study whether one’s inter-

ests could be inferred from one’s neighbours and surrounding friends. Their

work is unique compared with other works, in terms of considering friends

with various ties and different degrees of separation. Surprisingly, their in-

vestigation showed that two degree friends provided more information than

one degree friends. In other words, they showed that although users with

one degree of separation were important for inferring users’ interests, friends

with two degrees of separation had the most impact on inferring user’s in-

terests. However, ignoring three degrees of separation friends did not have

any pronounced effect on prediction. So, preferences of users who did not

provide them can be inferred from both immediate and surrounding friends.
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2.2 Predicting missing information

Generally, social media mining tasks can be done by using the different infor-

mation that exists in OSNs. For example, in a social medium such as Twitter,

users can tweet about a variety of topics from trips to politics. Also, they

can retweet original tweets of others having the option to add 140 charac-

ters to them. Additionally, they can mention their friends’ names using the

“@” character, and like each others’ tweets and retweets. Other useful in-

formation that can be obtained from a social medium, such as Twitter, is

the direction of links between two users. Such relationships exist in Twitter,

where people can have a one way friendship with others. So, one user can

follow another user without being followed back.

On the basis of understanding how links are formed, the existing literature

is categorized into two main groups. In the first group, in which links are

ignored, user-generated content is the only information that is used for dif-

ferent purposes, such as determining polarity of users to determine whether

their opinions about a given topic are positive or not. Basically this group

takes advantage of tweets that are created by a user, or retweets that are not

created originally by this user, but are used by him/her. Also, information

such as age, location, and gender, which is provided by users in their pro-

files, is used in this group of studies. However, missing information of users

who do not have enough content can not predicted by applying this group of
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research work.

The existing literature categorizes the second group based on the different

links that widely exist in social networks. For example in this group, three

aspects of online communications are considered:

1. The links that exist between users,

2. The tweets that those users retweeted,

3. The original authors of the tweets.

However, those relations are used both in an undirected network, where there

is no difference between followers and followees, and a directed network,

where direction of links contains important information. This group of works

can be used for prediction task when availability of text data in an OSN is

low.

2.2.1 Prediction based on user-generated content

Because of the growing usage of social media, many questions can be an-

swered by gathering and analysing the data provided by people in OSNs

rather than traditional methods such as conducting paper surveys [1] or on-

line polls. For Instance, possible election outcome can be predicted by using

the tremendous information that is available in OSNs. Thus, automated
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tools that can predict the interests and opinions of users based on social net-

works data can be a suitable replacement for traditional surveys [26]. This

replacement leads to more accurate analyses by going through larger sam-

ples, which are not counterfeit. Because, usually when people are not aware

of being watched, they express their opinions honestly. Consequently, the

gathered data are precise.

In a social network such as Twitter, more than 7000 tweets are being posted

by users about a wide range of topics every second. Such a massive amount

of content can be used for a variety of purposes. For example, Michelson

et al. [16] used entities in tweets to cluster users based on their interests,

and discover their main interest as well. Also, in [8, 22], authors conducted

a study in which political alignment of Twitter users was predicted to see

whether they would support a left or right wing party. Moreover, Al-Kouz

et al. [4] applied a new algorithm named Root-Path-Degree to text messages

generated by users to infer their topics of interest. In addition, researchers

in [1] collected data (posts, comments, and tweets) from Twitter and Face-

book, the blogosphere, etc. to analyse human online behaviour and predict

their real-world behaviour. Al-Kouz et al. [4] showed that this was a chal-

lenging task because users’ online behaviour was not always similar to what

would happen in real world events.

The benefit of using content generated by users that reflect their opinions is
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that it is more reliable than inferring interests from friendship networks or

similar entities. However, the disadvantages of relying only on content are

tremendous. The most highlighted drawback is that content provided in so-

cial networks, and especially microblogs such as Twitter, are full of ambiguity.

Also, they are fragmentary, immense and growing steadily. Consequently, it

is quite a difficult task for machines to determine the semantics of those

texts precisely [12]. Additionally, detecting opinions of OSNs users who do

not share anything regarding their opinions can not be done by applying

classical sentiment analysis techniques. The reason is that those techniques

can only be applied when text data are provided for expressing an opinion.

Therefore, new approaches that use relations between users of OSNs to un-

derstand what they think about a specific topic instead of looking at what

they write should be considered [20]. As a result of taking advantage of new

models, not only accuracy of classification increases, but also opinions of new

users and users who did not express them explicitly can be determined.

2.2.2 Inferring users’ interests using social relations

As already discussed in Section 2.1, users with similarities are more proba-

ble to create a friendship link. However, friendship link in Twitter can be a

one-way link if only one side of the connection finds himself/herself alike the

other side. Therefore, direction of the links have different meaning in OSNs.

The researches presented here are divided to two subgroups. The first sub-
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group includes studies that considered different existing links in a social

medium without taking their directions into account, and the second one

contains works that examined both links and their directions, which allow

predictions to be made with improved accuracy.

2.2.2.1 Ignoring direction of links for prediction tasks

In recent studies [37, 27, 9], a wide range of techniques have been applied

to different social connections in social media to infer users’ opinions about

given topics without considering the directions of of links. For example,

Chaabane et al. [7] proposed a technique through which social media users’

private attributes can be inferred. They asserted that the only data they

needed from a social medium to guess users’ interests is the content they

liked in Facebook without any need for their profile or friendship informa-

tion or the group they belong to. They used the Latent Dirichlet Allocation

(LDA) generative model to infer hidden interests by having the names of the

other interests that the user previously liked, such as “Justin Bieber” in the

music category. So, having the information that users revealed about their

music interests, the researchers could guess some of the users’ other interests,

not necessarily related to music, with 70% accuracy.

Other types of discourses that ignore direction of links conducted by [32,

18, 19], not only considered the content provided by users, but also took

users’ social connections into account. The rationale was that dealing only
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with complex data would not lead to satisfactory results. So, each of these

three studies inferred users’ interests or determined polarity of either users

or posts based on the link structure assumption using both content and re-

lations, such as retweet networks. However, none of those studies considered

followees or followers networks (also known as follow network). The results

of their works showed that taking social connections into account improved

the accuracy of prediction significantly.

Besides the social connections considered in the last group, follow network

can affect accuracy of prediction. As an illustration, Tan et al. [27] proposed

an approach to infer users’ sentiments about a specific topic by using two

networks: mention and follower graphs. In each network, they considered two

types of relations. The first relation is when user A and user B are mutual

friends or when user A and user B both mention each other in their tweets.

The second relation is when only user A follows user B or user A mentions

user B and not vice versa. In order to predict whether a user opinion about

a given topic is positive or negative, Tan et al. used a directed heterogeneous

graph in which nodes are users and tweets. Their results showed that sen-

timent of users can be predicted more accurately if users are mutual friends

or they mutually mentioned each other in tweets. Although the accuracy of

predicting a user polarity using one-way mentions or one-way follow links is

less accurate than using mutual mentions or friend links, they are still much

better predictors of polarity than using two random users. In addition, the
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researchers showed that predicting user polarity using the follow graph is

more accurate than the mention graph. They argued that the reason that

the follow graph is more accurate is because users who follow each other have

more similarity than people who mention each other. The other reason for

the improved accuracy is that mention links are very sparse, which leads to

inaccurate results. So, in the end, they demonstrated that links among users

are highly correlated.

Knowing that the follow network is a reliable source of prediction, researchers [23,

9, 12] used the follow network and user-generated content to find users’ prefer-

ences and polarity. The authors argued that considering both the friendship

network and user-generated content led to satisfactory accuracy. Similarly,

Speriosu et al. [26] considered the followers graph in addition to tweets for

polarity classification. They created a graph in which nodes were users were

connected based on the follower graph, where tweets were connected to their

authors, and word unigrams, word biograms, hashtags, and emoticons were

connected to tweets. Thus, not the whole friendship network, but only the

follower graph was used in their experiment. The researchers showed that

in their implementation, ignoring the follower graph did not change the per-

formance. Their assumption was that the classification accuracy was not

enhanced by using the follower graph as a result of ignoring the direction

of the links between users, which is important in a social medium such as

Twitter.
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The benefit of using social relations such as mention, retweet, and like net-

works, which exist widely in social media, is that not only user generated

content is used to find the opinions or polarity of a user/text. Because, as

was discussed previously, those messages are full of ambiguity, and especially

in a microblog like Twitter, they are too short and incomplete to reflect the

exact feelings of their authors. As a result, considering both text, when it is

available, and social relations help improve the accuracy of predictions. How-

ever, there is no question that passive users, new users and active content

consumers in a social medium do not have a large history of likes, tweets,

retweets, or mentions on a given topic. Therefore, those techniques can not

be useful for those types of users. Nevertheless, Wang et al. [33] proposed a

method, which is a common approach for recommender systems, that relies

on homophily to infer interests of inactive and new users in online social

networks, based on their social connections. They tried to infer interests

from different social connections such as “retweet,” “mention,” “follow,” and

“comment” networks applying a “random-walk algorithm.” So, for active

users, Wang et al. used the content users provided to predict their interests,

but for inactive users, they used information of their connection network.

The result of their work showed that predictions of users’ interests based on

retweet and follow networks are more accurate than those using mention and

comment networks. Although, in many situations, user-generated content is

not available, Welch et al. [34] showed that predictions using retweet net-
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works are more accurate than the follow network.

However, in a social medium such as Twitter users can connect to each other

without any need to send or confirm a friendship request [36]. Consequently,

one user may have varying types of people having diverse interests as his/her

followers. Therefore, individuals can decide whom to follow due to their own

tastes and characteristics. Thus, although they cannot control their follow-

ers, they can be selective on their followees. Furthermore, users do not follow

others for the same reason that they are being followed. For instance, if user

A follows user B either because of the interesting tweets that user B posts,

or because he/she finds some similarities between himself and user B, it does

not mean that user B feels the same about user A. If so, user B could follow

user A as well. Thus, it is not precise to assume that personal preferences of

users can be predicted using their neighbours, regardless of direction of the

links between them.

Also, the ratios of followers and followees for common types of users who are

not active in social media are different with other users. More specifically,

passive users and active content consumers do not have a lot of followers,

as they do not share content to attract individuals’ interests. However, they

may have adequate number of followees, as they may follow many accounts

to get the most recent updates about a topic of their interest. In this case,

the only available social relation to rely on for prediction is the followee
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network. Nevertheless, the accuracy of predicting preferences of passive users

and active content consumers by using only the followee network may lead

to different results than using the combination of followers and followees.

Currently, no research has been conducted to answer the question whether

political interest of active content consumers who do not have many followers

can be inferred from their followees with satisfactory accuracy.

2.2.2.2 Considering semantics of links for prediction tasks

In all of the studies mentioned previously, the researchers treated online

social networks like undirected friendship networks, in which both sides of

the interaction were equally responsible for that friendship. However, it has

been shown by Jeong et al. [13, 24] that users of social networks follow with-

out having equal responsibilities. In such a relationship, they follow people

without being followed back. Therefore, to understand if those people are

following a Target User blindly, favorably, or unfavorably, it is important to

classify those followers based on other criteria [13]. For instance, some users

follow others because they have the same opinions as the people whom they

follow, or sometimes because they just want to read their news, although

they disagree with their opinions. So, based on the ratio of tweets, retweets,

and profile descriptions, the results of the research showed that followers can

be classified into three groups named influential supporters, influential non-

supporters, and non-supporters. Similarly, Tan et al. [27] showed that the

probability that users with the same opinions follow each other is much higher
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than connectivity of users with opposite opinions. Nevertheless, friends usu-

ally are of the idea that their friends are like themselves, when they have

never discussed topics that can be points of disagreement. Consequently, it

is quite hard to determine whether two persons have real political tastes in

common, or they have other similar characteristics that lead them to think

they have similar political views [15].

Currently, various researchers have been conducted to answer different ques-

tions by considering the semantics of links in social media. For instance, link

prediction is a known area of research which has attracted a huge amount

of attention in this decade [39, 25]. Link prediction, is the process of recom-

mending new friends in online social networks [28]. According to [10], link

prediction is predicting creation of a link between nodes in a social medium

based on link information and attributes of existing objects. In other words,

having a set of links in time t, with link prediction techniques, new links

at time t + 1 will be predicted. For example, in [39] the researchers de-

vised a method to predict new links that will be created in a hybrid social

medium like Twitter by analysing link structures without considering content

or other attributes. Based on link prediction, social media networks, such as

LinkedIn, Facebook, and Twitter, can recommend new connections to users.

The recommendations are based on similarities between users which refers

to the homophily principle. Because of the link prediction, users can expand

their network with new suggested users.
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Other studies have tried to answer the question of whether a friendship net-

work is a reliable source of information about users who do not provide

it. Before discussing the researches conducted to answer this question, it is

worth mentioning Weng et al. [36], who asserted that they were the first ones

to investigate the existence of homophily in Twitter. They tried to under-

stand if homophily existed between users through followees links in Twitter

by answering two questions:

1. Do people with followees relationships have more similarity in topics in

comparison with people without that relationship?

2. Do people with reciprocal followees relationships have more similarity

in topics in comparison with people without that relationship?

Because the answers to both of the above questions were positive, Weng et al.

came to the conclusion that homophily between users in a followee graph ex-

ists. Similarly, Abbasi et al. [3] used Facebook fan pages to infer preferences

of popular users, such as Obama, using follower and followee networks sepa-

rately. The goal of this work was to determine whether followers or followees

were more effective in predicting one’s preference. The result showed that

the degree of homophily between a user and his/her followees was slightly

more than a user and his/her followers. Also, Abbasi et al. showed that

using a combination of followers and followees did not improve the accuracy
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of prediction in comparison with just using the followees network.

According to [6], the ratio of followers to followees for popular users, such

as politicians, celebrities, newscasters, and journalists, approaches infinity.

Because popular users are followed by millions of people, but they do not

follow the same number of users. In contrast, the ratio of followers to fol-

lowees for common types of users approaches 1. The difference between the

ratios shows that popular users are noticeably selective of people whom they

follow. Nevertheless, individuals with various preferences can follow popular

accounts for a wide range of reasons rather than having the same interests.

Consequently, it was not surprising that [3] showed the similarity between

popular users and their followees was greater than between popular users

and their followers. Furthermore, this study cannot be generalized to con-

clude that all users, regardless of their popularity, are more similar to their

followees than followers. Also, relying on political preferences, which were

clearly demonstrated on fan pages as public attributes, was a solid way of

assigning users to political classes. However, a tremendous number of users

tend to express their views through their timelines instead of sharing them

explicitly as an attribute. Thus, not considering user-generated content in

users’ timelines would eliminate a large number of users from the experience.

Constraining the specific group of people may lead to different accuracy in

comparison with the case that more users were involved.
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As it is discussed in Section 2.2.2.1, by using link information, accuracy of

classification would be increased compared with classical classification tech-

niques that only used user-generated content. Also, in a study conducted

by Rabelo et al. [20, 21], the authors argued that political tastes of users

who did not express them directly through messages could be inferred by

using link information. So, they adopted a directed graph in which nodes

were users, and links were followers and followees of users in Twitter. Also,

collective classification techniques were applied to classify active users’ posts

to left- or right-wing parties.

In order to obtain a dataset, specific hashtags such as #Obama2012 and

#Dems2012 which indicated left and right parties, were defined to classify

supporters. Other users who used those hashtags in criticizing context were

considered as noise. Hence, 9098 posts provided by 4719 American politi-

cians as authors were collected. Then followers and followees of the authors

were gathered, which increased the number of nodes to 97000. The goal was

to assign non-authors to “left” and “right” classes. Consequently, because

in the expanded graph only 5% of the nodes were labelled, collective clas-

sification would not be practical. So, the graph was pruned intensively to

only keep the nodes that were strongly connected to authors. In this way,

only 1.28% of unlabelled users remained in the graph. Thus, the algorithm

started by removing the non-author nodes with fewer connections, since they

were less likely to break the graph connectivity. The algorithm stopped when
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removal broke the connectivity. By applying the pruning graph, 995 author

nodes and 249 non-author nodes remained in the graph.

In [20, 21], due to the lack of number of labelled users, only 5% of the whole

data set, the graph had to be pruned heavily. Thus, only users who were

highly connected to the labelled users remained in the graph. Consequently,

political opinions of most of the inactive users were left unpredicted even

after applying the introduced method. Moreover, individuals in a society

have varying approaches to discuss one single subject. Some people simply

use positive language to reflect their agreement of a topic and others use

negative language to criticize it. In both cases, there users are interested in

the topics positively or negatively. Therefore, there should be a difference

between those people and the ones who do not comment on the topic at

all. Furthermore, to get precise understanding about opinions of the society

about the given topic, opinions of both supporters and non-supporters should

be considered. Omitting users who criticized the topic of investigation from

the experiment, will exclude a large portion of valuable information. Thus,

the obtained result from the method would not be accurate enough.

In addition, although there are some well known political hashtags which are

popular among OSN users, the existence of those hashtags does not prevent

users from using other ones to reflect their views. So, a constant list that

consists of limited number of hashtags to classify all users will leave many of
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the users in the dataset unclassifiable. Similarly, narrowing down the num-

ber of classes or defining general classes rather than specific ones that reflect

users’ preferences may not predict opinion the opinions of users precisely.

The study shows that Rabelo et al. [20, 21] are the first ones who considered

directed friendship links in Twitter to classify users who did not post their

opinions through user-generated content. In addition to novelty, the accuracy

of the proposed method was reported at 80% , which was noticeably high.

However, a huge amount of users who did not express their preferences clearly

whose opinions could be important for some tasks, such as predicting an

election result, were excluded from this experience and their opinions left

unpredicted. In conclusion, there is a need for a comprehensive labelling of

network nodes to avoid the intensive pruning, which leads to a biasing of the

test network. As a result of comprehensive labelling, the opinion of more

passive users can be inferred.
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Chapter 3

Methodology

This chapter presents the method used to infer the political parties that were

supported by users. The users considered here are called Target Users (TUs)

who are active content consumers, representative of common types of users

on Twitter. The process of discovering TUs’ political preferences started by

creating a main data set (Reference data set) that contained TUs and all of

their followers and followees (follow network). Then, all entities in the data

set were assigned to the classes that represented users’ political views. The

process continued by validating the correctness of the labels to make sure the

performance of the proposed method was not affected by mislabelled users.

Finally, in order to evaluate the effect of data characteristics on accuracy of

prediction, four data sets were created based on the “reference data set” that

was used to predict the political preferences of TUs. The created data sets

helped to form graphs of followees, followers, and combinations of followees
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and followers. Then, by applying plurality and weighted plurality voting

systems to each generated graph, it can be determined whether only followees

can be a reliable source to predict preferences of TUs. Each of these processes

is explained in detail in the rest of this chapter.

3.1 Data sets

The population that was used to create data sets was chosen randomly by

crawling public Twitter accounts of users, representative of common type

of users with less than 2000 followers, who posted frequently about federal

Canadian politics and could be labelled as having a party preference. The

followers and followees of these users were then crawled.

In Twitter, as discussed in Chapter 2, users can have a two-way friendship or

a one-way friendship. In other words, a link between two users can be created

without both users agreeing to be friends. Also, the Twitter Application

Programming Interface (API) policy allows developers to have access to the

most complete information of users’ timelines, such as the collection of recent

tweets, recent retweets, mentions, as well as the collection of friends’ and

followers’ IDs [29] in a machine-readable JavaScript Object Notation (JSON)

format. For the purpose of this thesis, to create the data sets, Twitter was

crawled by using Twitter4j [38], which is an unofficial library for the Twitter

API.
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3.1.1 Collecting TUs and their follow network

The first step to create a data set was selecting TUs whose political tastes

would be predicted by the proposed method. “TUs” in this experiment, un-

like [3, 20, 21], were the common types of users (ordinary users), whose labels

were predicted using their followers and followees. Among all of the exist-

ing users in Twitter, individuals selected for this study were those who were

interested in “Canadian politics” and specifically one of the federal parties

of Canada, “Conservative”, “Liberal”, or “New Democratic”. Also, users

were limited to those whose number of followees did not exceed 2000, be-

cause at the time the data for this experiment was collected, the Twitter

help center [30] determined that every account could follow only 2000 users.

However, on October 28, 2015, the follow limit for Twitter increased from

2000 to 5000 [11]. This number could vary for users with different ratios of

followers and followees. Accordingly, a follow limit of 2000 was used for TUs.

The next step after finding the TUs was to collect all their followees’ and

followers’ useful profile information that could help the labelling process.

To crawl each followee’s and follower’s profile, two separate procedures were

performed as follows:

1. Obtaining all followers’ and followees’ IDs from the TUs’ profiles;

2. Using Twitter APIs to search through the obtained IDs’ profiles to

gather information, such as screen names, descriptions, followees and
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followers count, and the 200 most recent tweets (at the time that the

data set for this experiment was collected, 200 was the maximum num-

ber of tweets that Twitter allowed to be crawled).

After the TUs and their follow networks were collected, all of the information

was saved in a data set named “reference data set”. Then all the entities of

this data set had to be assigned to appropriate political classes. More ex-

planation of this data set and classification of TUs and their follow networks

can be found in Section 3.1.2.

3.1.2 Reference data set

There are a variety of approaches that users can choose to show their agree-

ment or disagreement with political parties in Twitter. For instance, indi-

viduals may use a name of a party in their screen names, such as @Maryndp

or @Jesse liberal. Also, they can promote a particular party in their de-

scriptions with something like “I pray for the NDP to get elected to deliver

social democracy and elevate the poor”. Moreover, they can tweet or retweet

frequently used hashtags in support of one specific party. In all of the men-

tioned approaches, the labels that are used in descriptions, screen names,

or tweets help to distinguish supporters and non-supporters of each political

party. Collecting a list of the well known labels or hashtags among support-

ers and non-supporters of each party assisted classifying the entities in the

“reference data set”. It is important to note that the process of collecting
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hashtags and labelling was different for TUs and follow networks, which will

be explained in detail in the following sections.

3.1.2.1 Labelling TUs

As discussed in Section 3.1.1, only ordinary users with fewer than 2000

followees interested in either “Conservative”, “Liberal”, or “New Demo-

cratic” parties had the potential to be selected as TUs. Most of the hash-

tags that represented each of the mentioned parties were extracted from a

website named “poliTwitter” [14]. The rest of the hashtags were extracted

from tweets of the followers of popular accounts, such as @CPC HQ, @lib-

eral party, and @NDP HQ. These accounts were official Twitter accounts

for the Conservative, Liberal, and the New Democratic parties of Canada

respectively. A list of all of the collected hashtags for the three mentioned

parties can be found in Table 3.1.

The most reliable way to understand political preferences of users is by ex-

amining the words they use clearly in their screen names and descriptions

in support of their views. Therefore, if a user reflected the political party

that he/she supported in his/her description or screen name by something

like “Conservative, Chinese Christian Convert from Atheism, Scientist, Anti-

Scientism” or “Jack CPC”, he/she was assigned to the class named Conser-

vative. Thus, because users showed their support for the Conservative party,

they were assigned to that class regardless of having any tweets or retweets
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Table 3.1: Popular hashtags representing Liberal, Conservative, and New
Democratic parties of Canada

Conservative Liberal NDP

# cpc # lpc # ndp
# pmHarper # ptlib # ptndp
# voteConservative # lpcldr # ndpldr
# harper # canadianLiberty # ndldr
# cpcYouthConf # teamTrudeau # ndleader
# voteHarper # bldgtheplan # ndpnow
# newTaxBreaks # LPCO # ndprally

# Trudeau # votendp
# ylcjlc
# voteLiberal
# youngLiberals
# liberal
# bldgtheteam

about the Conservative party or any other political topics. However, users

could show disagreement with a specific party by saying something like: “Po-

litical interest, tired of Conservatives” in their descriptions or “StopHarper”

as their screen names. In this case, because they were non-supporters of the

Conservative party, their tweets and retweets were investigated to find out

if they supported the other two parties or not. In this study, TUs had to

be supporters only of the “Conservative”, “Liberal”, or “New Democratic”

parties.

There were many users selected as TUs who were creators of parody accounts.

Parody accounts in Twitter are fan or commentary accounts that are gen-
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erally made to interest people by humour and sarcasm regarding a specific

topic. Furthermore, although those accounts discussed a specific party using

the hashtags in Table 3.1, they could not be considered as TUs as they did

not reflect actual opinions of a person. Also, many users tended to tweet or

retweet frequently about a certain party, which could indicate support for

that party. However, if they used a picture attacking that party as their

profile or header photo, this showed that they were against, rather than in

support of that party. Thus, profiles of the users who could be selected as

TUs were checked manually [8, 27] to make sure the TUs were not chosen

from non-supporters, or parody accounts. Also, these profiles were checked

to validate correctness of the labels. It was important to classify the TUs cor-

rectly, because the performance of this prediction method would be affected

if TUs were classified incorrectly or TUs did not meet all the determined

criteria.

3.1.2.2 Labelling follow networks

Target users selected for this experiment were supporters of the “Conser-

vative”, “Liberal”, or “New Democratic” parties of Canada. However, TUs’

followers and followees could be both supporters and non-supporters of polit-

ical parties, or could be stating their political philosophy rather than explicit

party preference. Also, TUs’ follow networks could be interested in Ameri-

can instead of Canadian politics. Therefore, in addition to the hashtags that

were used to label TUs, the ones that were popular among supporters and
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non-supporters of other parties, or the ones that were used to show political

spectrum either in Canada or the USA were considered. In this case, politi-

cal tastes of a large portion of the TUs’ follow network could be understood

more clearly. Tables 3.2, 3.3, and 3.4 represent some of the hashtags that

were used by Liberal, New democratic, Green, Democratic, Progressive Con-

servative, Teaparty, and Conservative parties. Also, general hashtags used

to express politics like cdnpoli, noIranDeal, billC51, etc. were taken into

account to distinguish users who talked about politics from ones who did not

have any interests in politics at all. Some of the political parties’ names that

were used as the labels can be found in Table 3.5. The following algorithm

shows all the steps that were taken to label the TUs’ follow networks.

• Step 1: Create a list named “Labels List”, consisting of popular polit-
ical parties and the labels that show political views of users (Tabel 3.5);

• Step 2: Create a list named “Hashtags List”, consisting of hashtags
represent each class in the “Labels List”(Tables 3.2, 3.3, and 3.4);

• Step 3: Search for the hashtags in the “Hashtags List” in a user’s
description and screen name:

– Step 3-1: If the user used new hashtags not included in the
“Hashtag List”, update the list;

– Step 3-2: If the classes in the “Labels List” did not reflect his/her
political view, add a new class to the “Labels List”;

– Step 3-3: Assign the user to an appropriate class;

– Step 3-4: If the user was a supporter of a specific party, change
his/her flag to “labelled”;

– Otherwise, go to step 4;
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• Step 4: Search for the hashtags in tweets and retweets of an unlabelled
user;

– Step 4-1: Repeat steps 3-1 to 3-3

– Step 4-2: If the user was a supporter or non-supporter of a spe-
cific party, change his/her flag to “labelled”;

– Step 4-3: If the user already had a class (from step 3), but his/her
flag was “unlabelled”, change his/her flag to “labelled”;

• Step 5: Repeat all these processes for all unlabelled users.

After the initial political classes and hashtags were determined, two proce-

dures were performed to label the TUs’ follow network. The first was to clas-

sify users who reflected the hashtags showed in Tables 3.2, 3.3, and 3.4 either

in their screen names or descriptions. The second procedure was to classify

users who had those hashtags reflected in their tweets. In both processes, in

order to include as many users as possible, all the non-English descriptions,

tweets, and retweets that had the specified hashtags were translated to En-

glish from their source languages using Google Translate. To differentiate

labelled and unlabelled users in the data set, a flag was assigned to each user

with the default value of “unlabelled”. This flag changed to “labelled” if the

user reflected any interest in politics.

As discussed in Section 3.1.2.1, users could show agreement or disagreement

with a specific party in their screen names or descriptions. If users supported

a party through their screen names or descriptions, they could be classified

without any need to check their tweets or retweets. Thus, their flag changed
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Table 3.2: Hashtags used by supporters and non-supporters of Liberal, NDP,
and Green parties of Canada and the US Democratic party and the hashtags
used to show the political spectrum

Hashtags used by Liberal, NDP, Green, and Democratic party
# lpc # liberal # ptlib
# canadianLiberty # teamTrudeau # LPCO
# Trudeau # ylcjlc # voteLiberal
# bldgtheteam # salma zahid # libcaucus
# lpcdb8 # ruliberals # bldgtheplan
# uoftliberals # iamliberal # LPCOGM
# libCrib # justinTrudeau # liberalPrivilege
# harperSucks # harperBumperSticker # surpriseHarper
# harperTransitPlans # stopHarper # ndp
# ndpldr # ndldr # ndleader
# ndprally # votendp # ElizabethMay
# greenparty # greenSurge # connectTheLeft
# topprog # democrat # progressive
# obama # obamaCare # thomasMulcair
# orangeCrush # bcndp # readyForHillary
# p2 # secularDemocrat # tpot
# brackObama # uniteBlue # mulcair
# abndp # tm4pm # ndpnow
# hadEnoughHarper # GPC # ptndp
# unseatHarper # harperBlamesTrudeau # cpcJesus
# JudyLaMarshFund # lpca # youngLiberals
# lpcldr # YoungLiberalsOfCanada

to “labelled”. However, if users reflected disagreement with a party three

steps were taken to classify them. First, those users were assigned to a class

that reflected their disagreement, but their flags did not change to “labelled”.

Then, non-supporters’ tweets and retweets were checked to find out if there

was any specific party that they supported. Finally, if they supported any
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Table 3.3: Hashtags used by supporters and non-supporters of Conservative
Party of Canada and supporters and non-supporters of the US Republican
Party and the hashtags used to show the political spectrum

Hashtags used by Conservative Party
# cpc # voteConservative # conservative
# cpcYouthConf # voteHarper # libertarian
# roft # JustinOverHisHead # tcot
# teaParty # tgdn # reagan
# conNC # GOP # obamaTheEnemy
# nspc # abpc # wldrs
# 2A # harperPartyOfOne # liberalssucks
# jebBush # noObama # pmharper
# obamaScandals # obamaLies # ronPaul
# bccp # nlpc # nbpc
# cons # republican # ccot
# teagan # pcpo # wrp
# stopHillary # tlot # stopLiberalracism
# wakeUpAmerica

Table 3.4: Political hashtags in general

Hashtags used by users who talked about politics in general
# noIranDeal # cdnpoli # canpoli
# abvote # bcPoli # onpoli
# abpoli # C51 # IWillVote2015
# vanpoli # topoli # stopBill51

other party, their assigned class changed from non-supporter of a party to

supporter of another party and their flag changed to “labelled”. But, if they

did not support any specific party, their initial label was kept for them and

their flag changed to “labelled”.
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Table 3.5: List of the labels that the collected hashtags represent

Political Parties Names
TeaParty Republican Democratic
Liberal Conservative NDP
Libertarian Progressive Green
Progressive Conservative

Political preferences of users who did not support any particular party in

their descriptions or screen names were discovered from their tweets and

retweets. To differentiate the political and non-political tweets, only the

tweets that included the political hashtags in the Hashtag List were involved

in the labelling process. The approach to having a labelled corpus was a semi-

automatic one: the political affiliations of users were indicated by counting

the number of hashtags in their posts. The name of the party that was rep-

resented by the highest amount of hashtags in a user’s tweets was considered

as his/her label. However, this approach was not successful in distinguishing

supporters and non-supporters of a particular party. More information on

how to deal with this problem can be found in Section 3.1.2.3.

One of the important criteria for creating the data sets in this study was

to include as many users who discussed politics as possible, because the size

of the data set can affect the performance. Consequently, no limits were

specified for the number of the political tweets that a user had to have to be
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qualified for classification. In other words, in this experiment the only deter-

mining factor to classify users was the content of the tweets and not number

of the tweets. However, when a user did not have lots of political tweets

or retweets, political tweets were a more reliable source from which to infer

one’s preferences than retweets. For instance, if a user had only one political

tweet, which was“I am a lifelong #Liberal and will vote for #justinTrudeau

in this election”, he/she was classified as Liberal. However, a user with seven

retweets sharing general news about Liberals was excluded from this experi-

ment. Also, to increase the size of the data set, unlike [8, 21, 6, 26, 23, 13] that

used a limited number of hashtags to assign right, left, positive, or negative

classes to users, in this study the Hashtags List was updated dynamically.

Thus, if in the process of labelling, any new political hashtags were found,

the Hashtag List was updated with the new hashtags. Then, the updated

list was used to classify unlabelled users. The advantage of updating the list

of hashtags continuously instead of relying on a constant list was that users

who did not express themselves using the well known hashtags would not

be excluded from this experiment because there was a high possibility that

users did not restrict themselves to popular hashtags and used a variety of

them instead.

Similar to the Hashtags List that was updated continuously, Labels List had

to be updated as well. Although political views of some users did not fit

into the pre-defined ones in Table 3.5, they explicitly talked about their
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political opinions. Furthermore, a new class was added to the Labels List

that represent that user’s political taste. As an illustration, if a user reflected

disagreement with a party, he/she had to be labelled as non-supporter of that

party. So, for example even if a class named “anti-NDP” did not exist in the

Table 3.5, it was added to the list. Also if an individual supported more than

one party, he/she had to be labelled as supporter of all those parties. For

instance, the list was updated with “NDP/Liberal” class to represent users

who showed interest to the both parties evenly. Thus, every time that the

algorithm ran for unlabelled users, an updated list of hashtags and classes

was used to classify the follow network.

3.1.2.3 Validating correctness of labels

It is common in online social networks that both supporters and non-supporters

of political parties use the same hashtags in different contexts. For exam-

ple, non-supporters use the same hashtags as supporters in a sarcastic way

to show disagreement and opposition. In contrast, supporters use the same

set of hashtags with positive language. Consequently, errors arose when

supporters and non-supporters had to be distinguished for a certain party.

This problem was mainly for the running parties in Canada and the US and

specifically for the Conservative and Democratic parties respectively because

usually people tend to criticize the current government rather than support-

ing a particular party. Furthermore, it was important to use an approach to

discriminate supporters and non-supporters of a party who used the same
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political hashtags.

Despite the importance of distinguishing supporters and non-supporters,

the semi-automatic classifier could not categorize them correctly when both

groups used the same set of hashtags. Therefore, non-supporters of a party

were mistakenly classified as supporters of that party. For example, if a user

used 132, 50, and 40 hashtags representing Conservative, Liberal, and New

Democratic parties respectively among 200 tweets, the semi-automatic classi-

fier assigned him/her to the Conservative class. Nevertheless, it was possible

that those 132 hashtags were used in disagreement with the Conservative

party. So, he/she had to be assigned to the “anti-Conservative” class.

In addition to not differentiating between the supporters and non-supporters

successfully, the semi-automatic approach could not recognize ambiguity in

tweets, retweets, and descriptions properly. For instance, users who men-

tioned they were small “l” liberal or showed interest in the liberal arts would

be assigned to the liberal class mistakenly. Also, users who called themselves

“republican/democrat” were considered to be users interested in politics and

the terms were not treated as genuine political information. As a result,

ambiguity in tweets led to mislabelling. Consequently, to make sure that

contradictions were recognized precisely and users were assigned to proper

classes, the profile of each user was checked manually. Thus, not only the 200

most recent tweets and retweets, but also profile icons, background photos,
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URLs, older posts, etc. were accessed to validate the assigned labels. It was

important to validate the correctness of the assigned labels to avoid the mis-

labelled users leading to the wrong predictions and affecting the performance

of the method.

3.1.3 Mapping the labels

As discussed in Section 3.1.2.2, the goal was to increase the size of the labelled

“reference data set” by classifying all followers and followees who expressed

their political views. For example, even if users talked generally about poli-

tics without having any specific political allegiance were assigned to a class

named “politics”. Moreover, not only supporters, but also non-supporters of

Canadian or American parties were classified. However, labels of TUs were

limited to “Liberal”, “Conservative”, and “New Democratic”. Consequently,

the “reference data set” could not be used as a training data set to predict

TUs’ preferences. The existence of labels in the training set that did not

match actual labels of TUs would affect the accuracy of prediction. As a

result, the following data sets were created based on the “reference data set”

as training data sets. Each data set was created with a different strategy to

determine how data characteristics would affect accuracy of prediction.

• Data set 1 (“reduced labels”): In this data set, most of the labels in

the “reference data set” were mapped to the closest classes to “Liberal”,

“Conservative”, and “New Democratic”. For instance, by knowing that
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the “TeaParty” is in the right of the political spectrum in the USA,

users in that class were mapped to the “Conservative” class. Similarly,

those in the “anti-Obama” class were mapped to “anti-Liberal/anti-

NDP”;

• Data set 2 (“politics as noise”): In this data set, unlike the “re-

duced labels”, the label named “politics” was considered as noise. So,

users who talked generally about politics without having any particular

political preference were removed from the data set;

• Data set 3 (“non-supporters to supporters”): This data set is

created based on the “politics as noise” data set. However, in this

data set the rationale was that if someone showed disagreement with

a specific party, it meant in an election he/she would vote for other

parties. So, non-supporters of a party were considered as supporters of

the other two parties.

• Data set 4 (“Left or right wing”): This data set is created based

on the previous data set. However, in this data set both TUs’ and

follow network’s labels were mapped to the classes named “right” and

“left”. Therefore, labels close to “Liberal” and “New Democratic” were

mapped to the “left” class and the labels close to “Conservative” were

mapped to the “right” class.
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3.2 Follower, followee, and follower/followee

graphs

Twitter is a micro-blogging tool that has attracted the attention of more than

300 million users, who are motivated by the question of “What is happening?”

Also, Twitter is known as an increasingly popular tool among politicians who

can use it as a user-friendly platform to post about political development and

issues. Moreover, many news organizations, political strategists, and bloggers

use Twitter to cover politics, the latest election news, political analysis, etc.

Therefore, an individual can simply follow an account to get access to the

most recent news regarding his/her favourite topics. However, when a user

only follows others to read news, without any contribution in producing

content, there is not a high possibility that he/she can attract users with

similar opinions. Consequently, he/she does not have as many followers as

followees regarding a given topic. Furthermore, there is a question of whether

preferences of active content consumers can be predicted regardless of the

preferences of their followers. To answer this question, the following graphs

were constructed for each of the data sets discussed in Section 3.1.2.2.

1. A directed graph G representing part of a social network, created of a

set TU = {uT1, uT2, ..., uTn} of TUs and a set U = {ufr1, ufr2, ..., ufrn}

of TUs’ followers who are active content producers, and set of edges

EU×TU = {(ufr, uT ) | user ufr follows user uT };
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2. A directed graph G representing part of a social network, created of a

set TU = {uT1, uT2, ..., uTn} of TUs and a set U = {ufe1, ufe2, ..., ufen}

of TUs’ followees who are active content producers, and set of edges

EU×TU = {(uT , ufe) | user uT follows user ufe };

3. A directed graph G representing part of a social network, created of a

set TU = {uT1, uT2, ..., uTn} of TUs and a set U = {uF1, uF2, ..., uFn}

of TUs’ followees and followers who are active content producers, and

set of edges EU×TU = {(uT , uF ) | user uT follows user uF or uF follows

user uT }.

After creating the followers, followees, and combination of followers and fol-

lowees graphs, “plurality” and “weighted plurality” voting systems, explained

in Section 3.3, were applied to each graph. As a result, unlike [33, 34] that

only combined followers and followees for prediction, in this study prefer-

ences of active content consumers predicted using follower, followee, and

follower/followee networks separately. Thus, it can be shown whether a fol-

lowee graph alone is a reliable source to predict personal preferences of active

content consumers.
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3.3 Predicting opinions of active content con-

sumers

In this research, preferences of TUs were predicted based on a method called

“plurality voting system”. By applying this method, a TU was assigned to

a class that had the highest number of entities. As an illustration, if the

plurality voting system was applied to the follower graph of the TU “A” who

had 100 followers interested in politics, and 25 of them were “Liberal”, 40

were “Conservative”, and 35 were “New Democratic”, the predicted label of

the TU was “Conservative”. This method is more formally defined as follows:

UniqueClasses(FollowersLabels) = {C1, C2, C3, ..., Cn} (3.1)

Where Ci was a list representing followers that belonged to class i (i ∈ [1, n]).

Also, UniqueClasses grouped followers that belonged to the same class. The

label of a TU was predicted as follows:

Class(TUX) = max{C1, C2, C3, ..., Cn}. (3.2)

In the following example, the label of the TUX was predicted using the

method described.
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FollowersClasses =



F1 C2

F2 C3

F3 C1

F4 C1

F5 C2

F6 C3

F7 C3

F8 C1

F9 C2

F10 C2


Where the FollowersClasses was an array in which the first column repre-

sented all followers of the TUX , who were interested in politics, and the

second column represented an assigned class to each follower. From the Fol-

lowersClasses array, unique classes that were assigned to followers were ex-

tracted as the name of the lists, as shown below, and users who were assigned

to these classes were elements of these lists.

C1 = {F3, F4, F8}

C2 = {F1, F5, F9, F10}

C3 = {F2, F6, F7}

After determining the classes and their entities, the final class of the TUX

was the name of the list that had the maximum number of entities. In the
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given example, label C2 was assigned to TUX , because the list named C2 had

the maximum number of elements:

Class(TargetUserX) = C2

Also, it was possible that, in some cases, more than one class had the max-

imum number of elements. For instance, in the following array, both of the

classes C1 and C3 have the maximum number of users:

FollowersClasses =



F1 C2

F2 C3

F3 C1

F4 C1

F5 C2

F6 C3

F7 C3

F8 C1


C1 = {F3, F4, F8}

C2 = {F1, F5}

C3 = {F2, F6, F7}

In these situations, predicted labels of the TUX would be combinations of

both classes. So, in the example given, the label of the TUX would be

“C1/C3”.
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3.3.1 Weighted Plurality Voting System

As explained in Section 3.3, the predicted label of the TUX was the class

assigned to the maximum number of his/her followers. By applying the plu-

rality voting system on the follower graph, all of the followers were considered

to be equally important. Consequently, each user in each class was consid-

ered as one vote for that class. However, in the weighted plurality voting

system, the assumption was that users with varying numbers of followers

had different levels of importance. In other words, the number of followers

defined the degree of popularity which led users to have different weights on

their votes.

The weighted plurality voting system was similar to the plurality voting

system, with slightly different definition of Equation 3.1. In the weighted

plurality voting system, Ci in Equation 3.1 was a list of followers’ weights

that belonged to class i (i ∈ [1, n]). So, elements of list Ci was something like

Ci = {W1,W2, ...,Wm} instead of Ci = {F1, F2, ..., Fq}, where Wj indicated

weight of user “j” that belonged to class j (j ∈ [1,m]) and Fx indicated user

“x” that belonged to the class x (x ∈ [1, q]).

In this method, appropriate weights were assigned to users by considering

their popularity level determined by the number of their followers. The rea-

son that number of followers was a more important factor than the followees

in determining popularity level was that in social media a user can be selec-
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tive about whom he/she follows. However, users have no control over their

followers in terms of their interests, numbers, etc. Consequently, level of pop-

ularity of each user was correlated with the number of followers he/she had.

Furthermore, the task was to associate users with similar levels of popularity

in the same groups. An empirical study was needed to understand which

range of followers represented the same level of popularity. After determin-

ing the number of groups required to distinguish between popularity levels

and assigning users with similar numbers of followers to the same groups,

some studies were done to understand if popular or ordinary users had a

more significant role in the prediction task. However, in all the experiments

the range of the weights were between 0 and 1. Some of the studies that

were done to determine how users with different levels of popularity affect

the accuracy of prediction are as follows:

1. Assigning the highest weights to the highest degree of popularity and

the lowest weights to the lowest degree of popularity;

2. Assigning the highest weight to the lowest degree of popularity and the

lowest weight to the highest degree of popularity;

3. Ignoring users with high consistently popularity to find the effect of

eliminating popular users on the prediction task.

In each study, preferences of active content consumers were predicted by

applying one of the above strategies to their follow networks. Finally, the
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obtained accuracies were compared to each other to determine which strategy

had a better effect on the performance of the prediction method.

3.3.2 Analysing the final results

One of the most pronounced challenges of classifying users who talked about

Canadian politics was due to existence of the Liberal party of Canada. Exis-

tence of the Liberal party made classification difficult mainly because people

who supported the Liberal party supported some fiscal plans of the Con-

servative party and some social plans of the New Democratic party as well.

In other words, the Liberal party values were closely aligned with the Con-

servative and New Democratic values. Consequently, assigning users to the

Liberal class was not a straightforward task for users who supported both

values and leaders of the Liberal party and those of another party from either

the left or right wing at the same time. In this case, instead of assigning one

user to one party, the user was assigned to all applicable parties. So, for

instance a user who was clearly against the Conservative party and encour-

aged his/her friends through his/her timeline to vote for either the Liberal

or New Democratic parties, was assigned to a class named “NDP/Liberal”.

To determine accuracy of the predicted labels of TUs, the predicted labels

were compared to the actual labels of TUs in the data set by the following

methods.

1. Predicted label contains actual label: If the predicted label was
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the combination of some parties rather than a specific party, but it

consisted of the actual label of the TU, the prediction was considered

to be a correct one;

2. Predicted label is exactly the same as real label: If the predicted

label was the combination of some parties rather than an exact party,

the prediction was considered to be an incorrect one. For Instance, if

the predicted label of a TU was “NDP/Liberal” (see Section 3.3) but

his/her real label was either “NDP” or “Liberal”, that prediction was

incorrect.

Finally, by using the above methods, the accuracy of the TUs’ predicted la-

bels obtained by using their followees, followers, and combinations of follow-

ers and followees could be determined. Furthermore, they indicated whether

followees were reliable predictors of personal preferences of TUs.
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Chapter 4

Experiment Evaluation

4.1 Data sets

This chapter presents the experiments conducted by applying the methodol-

ogy discussed in Chapter 3. The experience began by crawling public Twitter

accounts during the period between June 18, 2015 and July 6, 2015, after

the Alberta provincial election on May 5 and before the Canadian federal

election on October 19. The procedure started by defining a subject to

monitor (Canadian politics), and it was followed by selecting Target Users

(TUs), explained in Chapter 3, Section 3.1.1. Furthermore, 141 users were

selected as TUs and their screen names, descriptions, tweets, and followees’

and followers’ IDs were saved in the database. Then, each TU’s followers’

and followees’ profiles were crawled to obtain the same information gathered

about TUs, such as screen names and descriptions, and saved in the database.
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There are many limits applied to Twitter to protect it from abuse. For

example, the number of the calls and changes a developer using Twitter

APIs can make in a day has a specific maximum. Consequently, the most

pronounced challenge to crawl followers’ and followees’ profiles was dealing

with the Twitter rate limit policy. According to [31], each authenticated user

can send 180 search requests every 15 minutes. Therefore, only 180 users’

profiles can be crawled every 15 minutes. In this study, the total number of

the followers and followees were 194596 and 83110, including and excluding

the repetitive IDs respectively. So, the total time that was needed to crawl

all those IDs is as follows:

((83110 users/ 180 request limit) * 15 minutes) / 60 = 115 hours

Not considering the time that was needed to crawl every user’s description,

tweets, retweets, etc. at least 115 hours were needed to crawl 83110 users.

Also, unpredicted errors, such as changing accounts privacy, and a power

outage, could increase the total time.

4.1.1 Reference data set

By applying the method described in Section 3.1.2.1, the 141 TUs were as-

signed to one of the “Liberal”, “NDP”, or “Conservative” classes. The goal

was to choose an equal number of users in each class to prevent the data sets

being biased. Thus, the results obtained by applying the proposed method

would be more generalised. Table 4.1 shows an even distribution of TUs in
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Conservative, Liberal, and NDP classes. Also, the TUs’ object IDs in the

data set, number of the followers and followees, and labels can be found in

Appendix A, Table A.1.

Table 4.1: Distribution of TUs’ labels.

Class Percentage

Conservative 34.04%
Liberal 31.21%
NDP 34.75%

Then, by applying the method introduced in Chapter 3, Section 3.1.2.2, each

TU’s followers and followees were assigned to proper classes. As a result,

29050 users were classified and 54060 were recognized as noise. Among the

29050 classified users in the dataset, 8730 of them reflected their political

views either in their screen names or descriptions. Also, 20320 users reflected

their political opinions in their tweets and retweets. Distribution of the labels

in this data set can be found in Table 4.2.
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Table 4.2: Distribution of labels in “reference data set”.

Class Percentage
Conservative 31.78%
NDP/PC 0.03%
NDP 14.25%
Liberal 12.27%
ClassicalLiberal 0.07%
AntiOntarioLiberal 0.06%
AntiNSLiberal (anti Nova scotia liberal) 0.03%
LiberalProgressive 0.13%
Green 0.77%
PCPO (PC Ontario) 0.66%
AntiPCPO 0.01%
Pcaa (PC Alberta) 0.14%
antiAlbertaNDP 0.01%
PC 0.61%
PCNS (PC Nova Scotia) 0.02%
PCNB (PC New Brunswick) 0.01%
PCNF (PC NewFoundland) 0.01%
NDP/Liberal 0.64%
Liberal/Conservative 0.29%
Liberal/antiConservative 0.05%
NDP/antiConservative 0.29%
AntiLiberal/antiNDP 0.1%
AntiConservative/antiLiberal 0.05%
AntiConservative/antiNDP 0.02%
AntiC51 0.26%
AntiConservative 12.38%
AntiNDP 0.63%
AntiLiberal 0.91%
AntiObama 0.58%
DemocraticParty 6.11%
AntiDemocraticParty 0.02%
AntiLeftWing 0.02%

Continued on Next Page ...
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Class Percentage
Bccp (BC conservative party) 0.03%
Progressive 0.83%
Libertarian 1.43%
LeftLibertarian 0.01%
AntiLibertarian 0.01%
LeftWing 0.12%
Politics 13.65%
Others slightly more than 0

4.1.2 The other data sets

According to Chapter 3, Section 3.1.3, since the “reference data set” con-

tained varying labels, the predicted labels of TUs using that data set would

not be limited to “Liberal,” “NDP,” or “Conservative” classes. Therefore,

the accuracy of prediction would not be satisfactory. Thus, based on the

“reference data set” four other datasets were created named “reduced la-

bels”, “politics as noise”, “non-supporters to supporters”, and “Left or right

wing”. The description of each data set is as follows:

• Data set 1 (“reduced labels”): In this data set, users whose la-

bels could not be mapped to one of the federal “Liberal,” “NDP,” or

“Conservative” parties, were removed. For instance, many of the users,

who were labelled in the “reference data set”, reflected their political

views only about provincial parties of Canada, such as the “Wild Rose”

party of Alberta. Although those users showed interest in politics in
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general, the name of the party that they supported did not line up with

federal parties. Nevertheless, it was seen empirically that supporters of

the Wild Rose party supported the federal Conservative party as well.

In contrast, individuals who supported the “Progressive Conservative”

Party in Newfoundland were in favour of conservative values. However,

they did not support Conservative party of Canada federally. Thus,

supporters of the Wild Rose party were mapped to Conservative. But,

supporters of the Progressive Conservative Party of Newfoundland were

mapped to “politics”. Additionally, all the other labels beyond Liberal,

NDP, or Conservative were mapped to the labels close to those labels.

For example, “Progressive” and “Democratic” classes were mapped to

“Liberal/NDP” class. The new labels and their distributions in this

data set are shown in Table 4.3.

• Data set 2 (“politics as noise”): Unlike the “reduced labels” data

set, 13.75% of users who talked generally about politics were ignored

in this dataset. The distribution of labels in this dataset are shown in

Table 4.4;

• Data set 3 (“non-supporters to supporters”): In this data set,

“anti-Conservative”, “anti-NDP”, “anti-Conservative/anti-Liberal”, “anti-

Liberal/anti-NDP”, and “anti-Conservative/anti-NDP” labels were mapped

to “Liberal/NDP”, “Liberal/Conservative”, “NDP”, “Conservative”,
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Table 4.3: Distribution of the labels in “reduced label” data set.

Class Percentage
Conservative 35.56%
NDP 14.63%
Liberal 12.41%
Anti-Conservative 12.75%
Anti-Liberal 1.01%
Anti-NDP 0.65%
NDP/Liberal 8.73%
Politics 13.75%
Anti-Liberal/Anti-NDP 0.15%
Liberal/Conservative 0.29%
Anti-Conservative/anti-Liberal 0.05%
Anti-Conservative/anti-NDP 0.02%

Table 4.4: Distribution of the labels in “politics as noise” data set.

Class Percentage
Conservative 41.23%
NDP 16.96%
Liberal 14.39%
Anti-Conservative 14.79%
Anti-Liberal 1.17%
Anti-NDP 0.75%
NDP/Liberal 10.12%
Anti-Liberal/Anti-NDP 0.17%
Liberal/Conservative 0.34%
Anti-Conservative/anti-Liberal 0.06%
Anti-Conservative/anti-NDP 0.02%

and “Liberal” respectively. Nevertheless, the “anti-Liberal” label was

not mapped to “NDP/Conservative”. The rationale was that the New
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Democratic party was on the left of the political spectrum, while the

Conservative party was on the right of the political spectrum and the

Liberal party was in the centre. Also, a user in the centre could agree

with some opinions belong in both the left and right wing parties. So

it was reasonable to reclassify someone who was “anti-NDP” to either

the Liberal or Conservative classes. But, reclassifying an “anti-Liberal”

user to either NDP or Conservative would lead to wrong predictions

in most of the cases and decrease the precision of predictions. The

distribution of labels in this dataset can be found in Table 4.5;

Table 4.5: Distribution of the labels in “non-supporters to supporters” data
set.

Class Percentage
Conservative 41.41%
NDP 17.03%
Liberal 14.41%
Anti-Liberal 1.17%
NDP/Liberal 24.9%
Liberal/Conservative 1.09%

• Data set 4 (“left or right wing”): In this data set, 65.96% of TUs

labelled NDP and Liberal were mapped to the “left” and 34.04% la-

belled Conservative were mapped to the “right’ class. The distribution

of labels in this dataset can be found in Table 4.6.
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Table 4.6: Distribution of the labels in “left or right” data set.

Class Percentage
Right 43.66%
Left 56.34%

4.2 Description of the graphs

To get a better understanding of the follow networks of TUs, three graphs

were created by using Gephi [5] representing followers, followees, and the

combination of followers and followees. Although these graphs were created

for each data set, only the graphs created based on the “non-supporters to

supporters” data set were visualized. These generated graphs can be found

in Figures 4.1, 4.2, and 4.3.

In the presented graphs, each group of labels was identified by a unique

color; orange, red, blue, green, yellow, and purple nodes represent NDP,

Liberal, Conservative, NDP/Liberal, Liberal/Conservative, and anti-Liberal

respectively. Also, the gray nodes demonstrate TUs whose labels are ignored.

Additionally, the sizes of the nodes were determined by the degree of each

node. However, as TUs had more quantity and degree in the graphs, in the

small figures only Liberal, NDP, and Conservative labels are recognizable.

To make the graphs more visual, nodes with degree 1 were pruned from the

graph. In other words, users who followed or were followed by only one user

were removed from the graphs. The number of the edges and nodes in each
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graph can be found in Table 4.7.

Figure 4.1: Followee graph: orange, red, blue, green, yellow, and purple nodes
represent NDP, Liberal, Conservative, NDP/Liberal, Liberal/Conservative,
and anti-Liberal respectively. Also, the gray nodes demonstrate TUs whose
labels are ignored.

Table 4.7: Number of nodes and edges in each graph.

degree >= 1 degree >= 2
Graphs Nodes Edges Nodes Edges
Followee 17853 49335 7750 39232
Follower 16686 37994 6414 27722

Followee/Follower 24894 86654 14582 79205

It can be seen in Figures 4.1, 4.2, and 4.3, the density of the links is notice-

ably high between the nodes labelled NDP and Liberal. It shows that users
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Figure 4.2: Follower graph: orange, red, blue, green, yellow, and purple nodes
represent NDP, Liberal, Conservative, NDP/Liberal, Liberal/Conservative,
and anti-Liberal respectively. Also, the gray nodes demonstrate TUs whose
labels are ignored.

from the left and centre of the political spectrum have a greater tendency to

connect to each other. However, the density of the links among the nodes

labelled Conservative is higher than between blue nodes and others. This

indicates that Conservatives prefer to connect to Conservatives rather than

making friends with supporters of Liberal or NDP parties. Also, Figure 4.4

makes it clear that the nodes labelled NDP and Liberals are so tightly knit-

ted that the boundary between them is not recognizable. Furthermore, these

figures make the difficulty of assigning users to either the Liberal or NDP

classes more obvious.
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Figure 4.3: Combination of followers and followees graph: orange, red, blue,
green, yellow, and purple nodes represent NDP, Liberal, Conservative, ND-
P/Liberal, Liberal/Conservative, and anti-Liberal respectively. Also, the
gray nodes demonstrate TUs whose labels are ignored.

4.3 Results from the plurality voting system

method

The first method to predict political views of TUs was the plurality voting

system. This method was applied to each data set for followees, followers,

and followees/followers graphs separately. To determine the accuracy of the

predicted labels, according to Chapter 3, Section 3.3.2, two approaches were

taken. In the first approach, a predicted label was considered to be a correct
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Figure 4.4: Tightness of NDP and Liberal classes.

one only if it was exactly the same as the label in the data set. But in the

second approach a prediction was correct if the predicted label contained the

actual label. The accuracy of the results obtained from both approaches is

shown in Tables 4.8 and 4.9.

Table 4.8: Accuracy of prediction by applying plurality voting system
method, when predicted label is exactly the same as the actual label.

Predicted label equals actual label
Followee graph Follower graph Followee/Follower graph

Data set 1 74.46% 79.43% 76.59%
Data set 2 80.85% 80.14% 80.14%
Data set 3 75.88% 73.04% 76.59%
Data set 4 97.16% 98.58% 99.29%

As shown in Table 4.8, the lowest accuracies were produced from data set
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Table 4.9: Accuracy of prediction by applying plurality voting system
method, when predicted label contains the actual label.

Predicted label contains actual label
Followee graph Follower graph Followee/Follower graph

Data set 1 76.59% 81.56% 78.72%
Data set 2 82.97% 82.97% 82.26%
Data set 3 98.58% 98.58% 98.58%

1. The labels of the TUs were limited to “NDP”, “Liberal”, and “Conserva-

tive”; however data set 1 contained the “politics” label as well. Therefore, if

the majority of a TU’s followers and followees were assigned to the “politics”

class, the predicted label for that TU would be “politics”, which was a wrong

prediction compared to the TUs’ actual labels. Consequently, considering the

“politics” label as noise in data set 2 led to improvements of 6.38% and 1.41%

in predictions using followee and follower networks respectively. It is impor-

tant to note that mainly journalists, news analysts, and news channels, such

as “CNN”, “BBC”, and “CBC”, were labelled “politics”. So, the difference

between improvement of accuracies in followees and followers networks shows

that users are more likely to follow news accounts rather than being followed

by them. Also, this improvement shows that many users tend to follow a

large number of the accounts that spread general political news rather than

follow accounts biased in one specific political spectrum.

Similarly, it was expected that mapping the labels assigned to non-supporters
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to the labels close to “NDP,” “Liberal,” and “Conservative” in data set 3

would enhance the accuracy. Nevertheless, accuracy of the predicted labels

using followees was improved by 1.41% , but worsened about 6.38% using

followers. By comparing Tables 4.4 and 4.5, it can be seen that entities of

“NDP/Liberal”, “Liberal/Conservative”, “Conservative”, “NDP”, and “Lib-

eral” classes were extended by 14.79% , 0.75% , 0.17% , 0.06% , and 0.02%

respectively. Thus, the chance that more TUs were assigned to the “ND-

P/Liberal” class was increased. So, many TUs were mislabelled thus reduc-

ing the accuracy of prediction; a list of all the incorrect predictions in all the

data sets can be found in Table 4.10. Thus, as data set 1 led to the lowest

accuracy of classification, it was not used in weighted plurality voting system

method.

One of the false predicted labels reported for data set 3 in Table 4.10 is

“NDP/Liberal/Liberal”. However, this false prediction could occur in other

data sets as well. The “NDP/Liberal/Liberal” predicted class using followees

means a TU followed equal numbers of users labelled Liberal and NDP/Lib-

eral. Furthermore, although the maximum number of followees were explic-

itly with the Liberal party, the same number of them were interested in both

the NDP and Liberal parties. Logically, it can be said that a TU in the

“NDP/Liberal/Liberal” class is a supporter of the Liberal party because the

maximum number of users who are followed by the TU are Liberal. How-

ever, determining accuracy of prediction for all users should be consistent.
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So, in approach 1, any predicted labels other than “NDP”, “Liberal”, and

“Conservative” were considered wrong predictions. In contrast, in approach

2 these kinds of predicted labels were considered correct predictions.

Among all the reported accuracies in Table 4.8, applying the plurality vote

on data set 4 led to the highest accuracy. As can be seen in Figure 4.4,

the boundary between Liberal, NDP, and Liberal/NDP classes is not clear.

Thus, limiting the classes to the “left” and “right” prevented the occurrence

of many false predictions reported in Table 4.10. Consequently, accuracy of

the prediction was increased.

A common factor that decreased the accuracy of all the data sets was pre-

dicting multi-labels, such as NDP/Liberal, for TUs. Thus, as can be seen in

Table 4.9, applying approach 2 caused an improvement in the accuracy of

the results. However, this approach was not applied to data set 4, in which

the only existing labels were “left” and “right”, because in this data set the

predicted label was “left/right” only if someone followed the same number of

people in opposite sides of the political spectrum. So, it did not make sense

to apply approach 2 to this data set; if a TU’s label is either “left” or “right”,

and the predicted label is “left/right”, that prediction is always correct.

As shown in Tables 4.8 and 4.10, prediction accuracies obtained from data

set 4, left or right wing data set, was higher than other data sets as only
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Table 4.10: Common false predictions among followers, followees, and fol-
lowers/followees graph in each data set.

Predicted label Actual label Occurrence
anti-Conservative NDP often
anti-Conservative Liberal

politics NDP
Data set 1 politics Liberal

politics Conservative
NDP/Liberal Liberal sometimes
NDP/Liberal NDP

Liberal NDP rarely
anti-Liberal NDP

anti-Conservative NDP often
anti-Conservative Liberal

Data set 2 NDP/Liberal Liberal sometimes
NDP/Liberal NDP

Liberal NDP rarely
anti-Liberal NDP

NDP/Liberal NDP often
NDP/Liberal Liberal

Data set 3 Liberal NDP rarely
anti-Liberal NDP

NDP/Liberal/Liberal Liberal
NDP/Liberal/NDP NDP

right left sometimes
Data set 4 left right rarely

left/right right

in few cases mis-prediction between left and right labels occurred. Further

investigation was done on data set 4, which had strong results, to show how

close the voting for both classes was, the “strength of correctness” defined

as follows:
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SC =
RL−OL

Total Number of followees′/followers′ V otes
(4.1)

Where SC is strength of correctness for an individual prediction, RL is num-

ber of followees’/followers’ votes to the real label, and OL is number of fol-

lowees’/followers’ votes to the other label. As an illustration, if we had two

TUs with the following information:

TU1: 100 followees consists of 75 left labels and 25 right labels, real la-

bel=left, and predicted label=left

TU2: 100 followees consists of 55 left labels and 45 right labels, real la-

bel=right, and predicted label=left

The strength of correctness for the first and second predictions would be:

SC = 75−25
100

and SC = 45−55
100

To examine the strength of the voting for each predicted class, the aver-

age/mean and standard deviation of the individual strengths were calculated

(see Table 4.11).

Table 4.11: The mean and standard deviation for the strength of correctness
of the predictions for each of the left and right classes of data set 4.

Data set 4 class = Right class = Left
Mean SD Mean SD

Followee 0.57 0.26 0.88 0.15
Follower 0.64 0.25 0.90 0.08

Followee/Follower 0.57 0.26 0.90 0.07
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By comparing the standard deviations calculated for the left and right classes

in Table 4.11), it can be seen that left class were predicted stronger than right

class. The difference between standard deviations of the two classes can show

that the left class was more distributed than the right class in this data set.

In other words, a large number of users’ followees/followers consisted of left

labels even if the predicted label was “right”. Consequently, strength of

correctness for an individual prediction was decreased which caused a higher

standard deviation for the strength of correctness of the prediction for the

right class.

4.4 Results from weighted plurality voting sys-

tem method

According to Chapter3, Section 3.3.1, unlike the plurality voting system, in

this method the value of votes for each user was not the same. In this exper-

iment, the decisive factor for weight of each vote was the level of popularity

of users. The level of popularity for each user was determined by consider-

ing the number of users’ followers. For example, a user who did not have

any followers was categorized as an extremely ordinary user, and a user with

200000 followers was categorized as an extremely popular user. Weights of

users based on the level of their popularity was determined by two strategies.

The first one was to assign the highest weight to the users with the highest

level of popularity and the lowest weight to the users with the lowest degree
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of popularity. The second was to reverse the assignment of weights. There-

fore, it could be decided whether popular or common types of users had more

effect on political opinions of an individual. The method of finding different

levels of popularity as well as the accuracies obtained by assigning different

weights to the plurality voting system can be found in the following sections.

4.4.1 Finding level of popularity and appropriate weights

As discussed earlier in this thesis, distribution of number of followers de-

termined levels of popularity. Therefore, several bins were created to put

users with the same number of followers in the same groups. Thus, number

of followers determined intervals of the bins. For instance, if a bin interval

was [0, 500) it meant users who did not have any followers, or less than 500

followers could be categorized into this bin. Figure 4.5 shows distribution of

the number of followers in different bins, where the number of the bins and

their width were determined empirically. As can be seen in the figure, width

of the bins for number of followers between 0 and 3500 is 500. However,

this width gets larger for more than 3500 followers. It means when users

have fewer followers, even 500 more of them can be important in the level

of popularity. Nevertheless, when users have more than for example 10000

followers, only every 10000 followers can predict behaviour of different users.

By considering the number of the entities in each bin and the shape of Fig-
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Figure 4.5: This figure represents distribution of the number of followers in
different bin. The vertical axis shows the minimum and maximum number
of followers in each bin. Also, the horizontal axis shows number of users in
each bin.

ure 4.5, it can be seen empirically that 407 of the users who had more than

100000 followers and did not have the “politics” label were mainly politicians,

such as “Tom Mulcair”, “David Cameron”, “Bill Clinton”, and “Elizabeth

May”. Also, most of the users in this category were verified accounts by

Twitter. Moreover, the 335 users who had more than 50000 and less than

100000 followers, were political leaders, such as “Jack Layton” or official

accounts of specific parties such as “NDP HQ”. Also, many users who re-

flected their political opinions in their descriptions were categorized in this
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group. This group of users had fewer verified accounts in comparison with

the previous group. Thus, users who had more than 50000 followers were

called extremely popular. However, users with more than 100000 followers

were called extremely popular users of level 2, and users with [50000, 100000)

follower were called extremely popular users of level 1.

The other accounts that had fewer than 50000 followers did not necessarily

belong to celebrities or famous people. For example, 909 of the users who

had more than 20000 and less than 50000 followers sent promotional mes-

sages, rather than using Twitter for socializing with friends. For instance,

they spread some opinions about politics, a technology, etc., or they were

strongly against some idea and created an account to reflect their dislike.

In other words, people in this category were interested in the news dissem-

ination aspect of Twitter. Similarly, 2875 users who had between 5000 and

20000 followers were not celebrities or famous political figures. However,

they were biased in a specific direction. For example, many of them were

MPs (Member of Parliament) or leaders of a specific party who made official

accounts to spread information regarding their supporting party. Besides,

many of the users in this category had lots of followers either because their

accounts had existed for a long time, or they shared interesting tweets. There-

fore, users with [5000, 50000) followers were called popular users. Users with

[5000, 20000) and [20000, 50000) followers had popularity of level 1 and level

2 respectively.
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The rest of the unclassified users were common types of users who had a dif-

ferent range of followers. As illustrated in Figure 4.5, numbers of followers in

the ranges [0, 500) and [500, 1000) were considered extremely ordinary users

of level 1 and 2 respectively. Also, the ranges [1000, 2000) and [2000, 5000)

represented ordinary users of level 1 and 2 respectively.

By determining the level of popularity of users, the influence of users with

different levels of popularity on prediction was decided by assigning a weight

in the range [0, 1] to each group. In the first experiment, higher weights were

assigned to higher level of popularity (see Table 4.12), and in the second

experiment, lower weights were assigned to higher levels of popularity (see

Table 4.15). Accuracy of classifying TUs by applying weights in the first

experiment are reported in Tables 4.13 and 4.14. Also, accuracies of predic-

tions in the second experiment are reported in Tables 4.16 and 4.17.

The accuracies reported in Tables 4.16 and 4.17 show that assigning the high-

est weights to users with the lowest level of popularity led to more accurate

results for classification. An explanation of this enhanced accuracy can be

found in Section 4.4.2.

To find out whether decreasing the width of each class or determining equal

intervals for bins would improve the accuracy of classification, some further
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Table 4.12: Different levels of popularity and weights assigned to each group.

Level of popularity Boundaries of each class Weight
Extremely Ordinary L1 0 <= n < 500 weight=0.10

L2 500 <= n < 1000 weight=0.24

Ordinary L1 1000 <= n < 2000 weight=0.36
L2 2000 <= n < 5000 weight=0.48

Popular L1 5000 <= n < 20000 weight=0.60
L2 20000 <= n < 50000 weight=0.72

Extremely popular L1 50000 <= n < 100000 weight=0.85
L2 100000 <= n weight=1.00

Table 4.13: Accuracy of classifying TUs when predicted label is equal to
the actual label. In this table, accuracies are obtained by assigning the
highest weight to extremely popular users and the lowest weight to extremely
ordinary users.

Predicted label equals actual label
Followee graph Follower graph Followee/Follower graph

Data set 2 80.85% 77.30% 77.30%
Data set 3 70.21% 72.34% 70.21%
Data set 4 98.58% 99.29% 99.29%

studies were done, modifying the values shown on Figure 4.5. For instance,

in one study the intervals of each bin for users who had followers between 0

and 5000 were determined to be 500, and the intervals of the bins for users

who had more than 5000 followers were the same as in Table 4.12. In another

study, the interval between bins for users having 0 to 5000 followers was 500,

and the interval between bins for users who had between 5000 and 10000 was

5000. Also, the interval between bins for users who had between 10000 and
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Table 4.14: Accuracy of classifying TUs, when predicted label contains the
actual label. In this table accuracies are obtained by assigning the high-
est weight to extremely popular users and the lowest weight to extremely
ordinary users.

Predicted label contains actual label
Followee graph Follower graph Followee/Follower graph

Data set 2 83.68% 81.56% 80.85%
Data set 3 99.29% 98.58% 98.58%

Table 4.15: The highest weight is assigned to users with the lowest degree
of popularity and the lowest weight is assigned to the users with the highest
degree of popularity.

Level of popularity Boundaries of each class Weight
Extremely Ordinary L1 0 <= n < 500 weight=1.00

L2 500 <= n < 1000 weight=0.85

Ordinary L1 1000 <= n < 2000 weight=0.72
L2 2000 <= n < 5000 weight=0.69

Popular L1 5000 <= n < 20000 weight=0.48
L2 20000 <= n < 50000 weight=0.36

Extremely popular L1 50000 <= n < 100000 weight=0.24
L2 100000 <= n weight=0.10

50000 followers was 10000. the intervals of the bins for users who had more

than 50000 followers were the same as in Table 4.12. Additionally, in a new

study, intervals of the both previous studies were tested. However, none of

the experiments led to a better prediction accuracy in comparison with the

accuracy reported in Table 4.16.
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Table 4.16: Accuracy of classifying TUs by when predicted label is equal
to the actual label. In this table accuracies are obtained by assigning the
lowest weight to extremely popular users and the highest weight to extremely
ordinary users.

Predicted label equals actual label
Followee graph Follower graph Followee/Follower graph

Data set 2 82.26% 78.72% 80.85%
Data set 3 77.30% 73.75% 77.30%
Data set 4 98.58% 97.163% 98.58%

Table 4.17: Accuracy of classifying TUs by when predicted label contains
the actual label. In this table accuracies are obtained by assigning the low-
est weight to extremely popular users and the highest weight to extremely
ordinary users.

Predicted label contains actual label
Followee graph Follower graph Followee/Follower graph

Data set 2 83.68% 80.85% 82.97%
Data set 3 98.58% 97.87% 98.58%

4.4.2 Influence of removing different levels of popular-

ity in classification

As shown in the previous section, decreasing weight of users with higher de-

gree of popularity enhanced the accuracy of classification. This improvement

was the motivation for a new question: would omitting users with different

levels of popularity affect accuracy of prediction? To answer this question,

each time the experiment was conducted, an additional group of users with

a certain level of popularity was ignored. Tables 4.18 and 4.19 demonstrate
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the effect of excluding each group of users with a different level of popular-

ity on accuracy of classification. Abbreviations used in the “ignored level”

column in those tables can be found in the list of abbreviations on page xiv.

It is important to note that in every new experiment after the first experi-

ment, not only the specified group of users, but also the previous group were

eliminated. As an illustration, the first experiment was done by excluding

extremely popular users of level 1 and 2 from the classification. In the second

experiment, not only extremely popular users, but also popular users of level

2 were ignored and so on. Finally, only extremely ordinary users of level 1

were kept for classification.

Based on the accuracies reported in Tables 4.16, 4.18, and 4.19 it is clear

that assigning the lowest weight to the highest degree of popularity and even

ignoring users who had > 20000 followers either did not change the accu-

racy or improved it slightly in some cases. One reason is because extremely

popular and popular users of level 2 only represented a small portion of the

data set. Hence, if a user followed even 10 users who were supporters of

the same party with more than 100000 followers, their votes were worth:

10 ∗ 0.1 = 1 vote. Thus, 10 extremely popular users’ votes were as valuable

as 1 extremely ordinary user vote. However, ignoring users with the num-

ber of followers [0 − 20000), and more specifically popular users of level 1,

ordinary users of both levels, and extremely ordinary users of level 2, had

different influence on accuracy of classification in Tables 4.18 and 4.19.
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Table 4.18: Accuracy of classifying TUs when the predicted label is equal
to the actual label. In this table accuracies are obtained by ignoring users
with different degrees of popularity from the experiment. Ext-Po-2 repre-
sents extremely popular users of level 2 and Ext-Or-1 represents extremely
ordinary users of level 1. Accuracies which are better than the ones reported
in table 4.16 are shown in bold.

Predicted label equals actual label
Ignored group Data sets Followee Follower Followee/Follower

Data set 2 82.26% 78.72% 81.56%
Ext-Po Data set 3 78.01% 74.46% 78.01%

Data set 4 98.58% 97.16% 98.58%

Data set 2 82.26% 78.72% 81.56%
Po-2 Data set 3 78.01% 74.46% 78.01%

Data set 4 98.58% 97.16% 98.58%

Data set 2 81.42% 79.43% 80.14%
Po Data set 3 78.01% 76.59% 78.01%

Data set 4 98.58% 97.16% 98.58%

Data set 2 81.56% 80.14% 78.72%
Or-2 Data set 3 79.43% 75.88% 77.30%

Data set 4 98.58% 97.16% 98.58%

Data set 2 82.26% 79.43% 78.72%
Or Data set 3 80.14% 78.72% 78.01%

Data set 4 98.58% 97.16% 98.58%

Data set 2 81.56% 79.43% 79.43%
Ext-Or-2 Data set 3 80.14% 78.01% 78.72%

Data set 4 98.58% 97.16% 98.58%

By comparing Tables 4.16 and 4.18, it can be seen that the accuracy of

classification was enhanced for all data sets overall, except for data set 4.

In data set 4, the accuracy of classification in all the cases was the same.
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Table 4.19: Accuracy of classifying TUs when predicted label contains the
actual label. In this table accuracies are obtained by ignoring users with
different degrees of popularity from the experiment. Ext-Po-2 represents
extremely popular users of level 2 and Ext-Or-1 represents extremely ordi-
nary users of level 1. Accuracies which are better than the ones reported in
Table 4.17 are shown in bold.

Predicted label contains actual label
Ignored group Data sets Followee Follower Followee/Follower

Ext-Po Data set 2 83.68% 80.85% 82.97%
Data set 3 98.58% 97.87% 98.58%

Po-2 Data set 2 83.68% 80.85% 82.97%
Data set 3 98.58% 97.87% 98.58%

Po Data set 2 82.26% 80.85% 81.56%
Data set 3 97.87% 97.87% 97.87%

Or-2 Data set 2 82.26% 81.56% 79.43%
Data set 3 99.29% 97.87% 97.8723%

Or Data set 2 82.97% 80.85% 79.43%
Data set 3 99.29% 97.87% 98.58%

Ext-Or-2 Data set 2 82.26% 80.85% 80.14%
Data set 3 99.29% 98.58% 98.58%

However, when users with [0 − 20000) followers were ignored, only in a few

cases did accuracy of classification using followee graphs drop slightly. This

comparison is shown graphically in Figure 4.6. Unlike Table 4.18, it can be

seen that in Table 4.19 the overall accuracy was decreased in comparison

with Table 4.17. According to the results of Tables 4.18 and 4.19, there is

no doubt that users with a range of [0 − 20000) followers had more effect

on accuracy in comparison with extremely popular users and popular users

of level 2. This is because users who had followers in this range had more
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quantity and weight, which made their votes more valuable.

Figure 4.6: In this figure, accuracies obtained by ignoring users with differ-
ent levels of popularity are compared. Blue, red, and gray lines represent
followee, follower, and followee/followers graphs respectively. Also, the first
group on the left shows accuracies of data set 2, the second group in centre
shows accuracies of data set 3, and the last group shows accuracies of data
set 4. The very first point in each group represents accuracy when all the
users are included in classification.

Improved accuracy of classification, by ignoring users who had [0, 20000)

followers in data set 2 and decreased accuracy for the same data set in Ta-

ble 4.18 can be argued by the existence of multi-party labels. For example,

in data set 2 it seems a lot of users were labelled “NDP/Liberal” and were

considered as noise when the predicted label had to be equal to the actual

label. Consequently, ignoring those users increased the accuracy (see Ta-
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ble 4.18). However, when the predicted label has to contain the actual label,

those multi-labels are helpful in correct classification. Thus, ignoring them

will decrease the accuracy. Moreover, improvement of accuracy by removing

ordinary users and extremely ordinary users of level 2 in both tables for data

set 3 can be explained by the existence of non-supporters. In Table 4.18 the

explanation of the improved accuracy is the same as for the improvement of

accuracy in data set 2. However, this improvement in Table 4.19 can indicate

that labels of many users who have [500− 5000) followers are labelled incor-

rectly, or they are mapped incorrectly from non-supporters to supporters.

Thus, removing them led us to the highly accurate classification of 99.29% .

By comparing all the reported results, it can be concluded that only including

the 10530 users who had less than 500 followers led to satisfactory accuracies.

As in Figure 4.5, a large portion of users are classified in the [0− 500) class.

Also, the weight of a vote of each user in that category is worth 1, which is

the maximum weight that a vote can have in this experiment. Thus, it is

not surprising that having only those users can lead to satisfactory accuracies.

Knowing that only users who have less than 500 followers can predict the

political views of AC consumers is highly beneficial. Because, as discussed

in Chapter 2, Section 2.1, the nature of data in Twitter makes the data pre-

processing step and classification relatively time consuming and expensive.

Regardless of the difficulty of preparing data sets, many prediction tasks,
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such as predicting an election outcome, has to be done in a short amount

of time and continuously. Prediction should be done continuously because

the trend of changing data in social media is so fast, and as the election

time gets closer, more debates and advertisements are developed that may

change the possible outcome. Hence, when a huge amount of data is available

for the prediction task, and quickness and accuracy of prediction are impor-

tant, large groups of annotators should get involved in the pre-processing

and classification processes, whether they are done manually or automati-

cally. Human annotators are needed even in automatic classifiers, because

correctness of classification have to be tested whether entities are labelled

manually or automatically. Furthermore, having a small set of users likely

to provide good predictions decreases the needed time and cost noticeably.

4.5 Discussion

As seen in previous sections, applying the weighted plurality vote system

using different weights had varying effects on accuracy of predictions in data

sets 2 and 3. However, accuracy of data set 4 did not change noticeably dur-

ing all the weight analyses. One possible reason that accuracy of data set 4

did not change noticeably is that it only contained “left” and “right” labels.

By not having varying labels, the number of the possible errors in prediction

are limited. Also, analyses of weights make more sense when changing the
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weights causes users to be classified in more than two classes. Moreover, it

was seen in all the accuracies reported in this chapter that if the predicted

label contains the actual label instead of being exactly the same, the accu-

racy of prediction improved. However, higher degree of accuracy in this case

is not a guarantee of precision. In other words, a multi-label class, such as

“NDP/Liberal”, does not predict precisely if in an upcoming election a user

assigned to that class will vote Liberal or New Democratic Party. Further-

more, the predicted label containing the actual label should be considered as

a true classification only if the political wing of a user is the goal and not

the specific party that users support. Similarly, it can be argued that the

accuracies obtained from data set 3 are not precise, because if users should

vote for one the three parties, and the only information which is available

for users is that they are against a specific party, this information does not

indicate that they are supporters of the two other parties. It is possible that

they do not support any of the other parties in the election.

In this chapter, political parties of AC consumers were predicted by different

accuracies using their followers, followees, and followers/followees networks.

Comparison of the accuracies obtained from each network using data sets 2

and 3 can be found in Figure 4.7. As already discussed, if a predicted label

contains the actual label, the accuracy would be high but precision would be

low. Consequently, accuracies in Figure 4.7 are obtained when the predicted

labels are equal to the actual labels.
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Figure 4.7: Comparing accuracy of prediction obtained by using followers,
followees, and followers/followees networks, when predicted label has to be
equal to the actual label.

As can be seen in Figure 4.7, accuracies obtained using followee networks

to which the plurality and weighted plurality vote systems are applied, and

ignoring different levels of popularity are higher than those obtained from

the other two networks generally. However, in data set 3 when the plurality

vote method was applied, the combination of followers and followees led to

a better accuracy by 0.71% . Nevertheless, it should be kept in mind that

none of these accuracies are obtained by predicting political tastes of real AC

consumers. This is because to be able to evaluate the proposed method, TUs

were chosen from active users who shared their opinions clearly and regularly
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through their Twitter accounts. Therefore, TUs shared enough content to

attract other users’ attention to be followed by them. In contrast, content

consumers rarely express their opinions regarding a certain topic, but tend

to follow news by following others. Thus, they usually have more followees

without many followers. However, those AC consumers may be followed by

accounts created for advertising purposes or people who want to expand the

size of their networks without considering similarities. As a result, if TUs

were actual AC consumers, the only case in Figure 4.7 in which combina-

tion of followees and followers networks led to a better accuracy would not

occur. Similarly, accuracy of prediction using follower networks would be

relatively decreased. Also, as discussed in Chapter 2, Section 2.2.2.1 users

can be selective about their followees, but they do not have any control over

their followers. In conclusion, in the case that user-generated content for

AC consumers was insufficient, their political preferences can be predicted

by considering only their followee networks.
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Chapter 5

Conclusion and Future Work

5.1 Conclusion

The goal of this thesis was inferring political preferences of active content

consumers (AC consumers), representative of ordinary users on Twitter. Be-

cause those AC consumers do not have enough content to reflect their prefer-

ences regarding a given topic, based on the homophily principle, preferences

of their neighbours can be used for this purpose. However, AC consumers’

neighbours consist of more followees than followers, because AC consumers

do not provide an adequate amount of content on a certain topic to attract

many users with similar tastes. Consequently, they would not have enough

followers to make accurate predictions possible. However, those AC con-

sumers tend to follow many users who have common interests to get access

to their favourite topics. As a result, they have more followees than followers
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in their profiles that can be used for prediction. Thus, the objective was to

find whether personal preferences of AC consumers can be inferred by using

their followees with satisfactory accuracy.

The experiments were conducted by creating four data sets, in which the

population was selected randomly from the crawled Twitter public accounts

whose political preferences could be determined, representative of common

types of users who had less than 2000 followers. Therefore, the entities of

data sets were ordinary active content consumers (TUs) and their followers

and followees (follow network). The entities in each data set were labelled by

applying different strategies to determine the influence of data characteristics

on the performance of the proposed method. In order to assign as many users

as possible to political classes, both supporters and non-supporters of politi-

cal parties were classified. Also, to increase the size of the labelled data, the

defined list of the political hashtags was updated continuously by discovering

new hashtags that represented a political party. In this case, not only the

users who used the known hashtags, but also users who used new hashtags

beyond the list could be classified. By having each data set labelled, graphs

of followers, followees, and the combination of followers and followees can be

formed for prediction. Then, plurality and weighted plurality voting systems

were applied to each graph to determine which network predicted personal

preferences of AC consumers more accurately.
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The experiments revealed that by assigning appropriate weights to users’ fol-

low networks, their followees can be used to predict their preferences with

82.26% accuracy. With similar settings, followers and combination of fol-

lowers and followees predict preferences of AC consumers with 78.72% and

80.85% accuracies respectively. All these results are obtained when labels

are used strictly, with non-supporters not mapped to rivals’ supporters and

the prediction is only correct if the predicted label is equal to the real label.

The results show both followees and followers are effective in predicting one’s

preferences. However, using followees led to more accurate results.

In this experiment, the accuracy of using followees to predict one’s prefer-

ences is not immensely better than using followers or the combination of

followers and followees. However in this study, to be able to evaluate the

proposed method, TUs were chosen from active content producers (AC pro-

ducers) instead of AC consumers. Thus, those AC producers expressed their

points of view clearly through their posts and attracted lots of users with

similar opinions. In this case, preferences of AC producers’ followers were

closer to TUs in comparison with those of AC consumers’ followers. In both

cases, either if AC producers or AC consumers were used as TUs, the accu-

racy of using followees was better than that of using followers. This result

may be due to TUs not having control over their followers, but being able to

select their followees themselves.
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Rabelo et al. [20, 21] tried to infer preferences of users who did not express

them explicitly by using their link information. However, because the size

of the labelled data in their experiment was small, the authors had to prune

their graph heavily to keep only the higher degree nodes. Consequently, the

performance of their prediction model was only satisfactory if the unlabelled

nodes in the graph were highly connected to the labelled nodes. As a result,

the personal preferences of some individuals could not be inferred by this

model. Unlike [20, 21], a larger labelled data set was used in the method in

this thesis, which helps in predicting every active content consumers’ prefer-

ences regardless of the strength of their connectivity.

5.2 Future work

This study suggests some interesting directions for future work. For exam-

ple, to generalize the applicability of the proposed method to the real world,

the preferences of real active content consumers on one subject should be

predicted using this technique, with the actual preferences of AC consumers

being determined through surveys and interviews and compared with the

predicted preferences. The intuition is that the achieved results would be

similar, but experiments would have to be executed to provide a clearer idea

of the applicability of this method to real data.

Another expansion of this work to enhance efficiency would be using an au-
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tomatic classifier for users’ tweets, since the pre-processing and classification

processes are the two most time consuming parts of each data analysis task.

The time needed for these processes would grow if the size and complexity

of the data increased. In these situations, classifying users manually would

make this model inefficient. However, in the research reviewed the classi-

fiers used a constant list of hashtags for classification. But, to expand the

size of the labelled data, there is a need for a classifier that can recognize

new hashtags that represent the defined subject automatically and update

the list continuously. Therefore, even users who did not use the defined

hashtags in the list to express their views can be assigned to proper classes.

Additionally, the automatic classifier should be able to distinguish users for

and against the determined subject, because not only the supporters, but

also the non-supporters contain information useful for prediction. Currently,

considerable research on sentiment analysis of text in online social networks

has been done. Therefore, by integrating the results of these studies and the

technique created in this research, a large number of users who discussed the

subject positively or negatively can be classified in the shortest amount of

time.
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Appendix A

Description of Target Users

Table A.1: List of all the Object IDs, followers and followees numbers, and
labels of Target Users.

Numbers FollowersNum FolloweesNum Lable
1 281 380 NDP
2 1393 1232 NDP
3 970 1218 NDP
4 2062 2120 NDP
5 82 74 NDP
6 177 348 Cons
7 62 62 NDP
8 1061 46 Cons
9 261 582 Liberal
10 571 448 Liberal
11 287 935 NDP
12 467 572 Liberal
13 98 103 Liberal

Continued on Next Page ...
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Numbers FollowersNum FolloweesNum Lable
14 183 331 Liberal
15 28 155 NDP
16 332 557 NDP
17 209 593 NDP
18 406 433 NDP
19 199 208 NDP
20 180 74 NDP
21 60 86 NDP
22 108 294 NDP
23 169 656 Liberal
24 132 98 NDP
25 66 112 NDP
26 247 324 Liberal
27 320 422 NDP
28 393 218 NDP
29 25 169 NDP
30 41 78 Conservative
31 492 1979 Liberal
32 447 1436 NDP
33 732 876 NDP
34 1795 1849 Liberal
35 1140 1396 Liberal
36 497 829 NDP
37 108 201 NDP
38 488 59 NDP
39 346 327 NDP
40 102 300 NDP
41 77 193 Liberal
42 188 193 Liberal
43 90 228 Liberal
44 545 1038 Conservative
45 344 604 Conservative
46 1461 1216 Conservative
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Numbers FollowersNum FolloweesNum Lable
47 318 323 Conservative
48 412 1084 Conservative
49 302 503 Conservative
50 906 820 Conservative
51 728 690 Liberal
52 719 1540 Liberal
53 868 1993 Conservative
54 713 385 NDP
55 218 87 Liberal
56 278 913 NDP
57 256 349 NDP
58 685 1896 NDP
59 474 869 NDP
60 131 230 NDP
61 781 745 NDP
62 925 1211 Liberal
63 768 1071 Liberal
64 500 676 Liberal
65 981 1518 Liberal
66 916 993 Liberal
67 106 455 Conservative
68 435 519 Liberal
69 557 876 Liberal
70 622 1149 Liberal
71 676 721 NDP
72 400 697 NDP
73 861 1997 Liberal
74 845 728 Liberal
75 49 97 NDP
76 440 507 NDP
77 306 542 Liberal
78 159 378 Liberal
79 609 551 Conservative
80 243 232 Conservative
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Numbers FollowersNum FolloweesNum Lable
81 1745 1848 Conservative
82 1577 657 Conservative
83 53 83 Conservative
84 355 767 Conservative
85 635 1963 Liberal
86 180 725 NDP
87 202 696 NDP
88 74 191 NDP
89 376 909 NDP
90 108 231 Liberal
91 353 570 Liberal
92 185 280 Liberal
93 901 1451 Conservative
94 194 165 Conservative
95 328 1049 Conservative
96 126 146 Conservative
97 1576 1859 Conservative
98 709 1635 Conservative
99 223 193 Conservative
100 421 1855 Conservative
101 338 258 Conservative
102 568 667 Conservative
103 1030 859 Conservative
104 141 292 Conservative
105 220 208 Conservative
106 59 111 Conservative
107 74 229 Conservative
108 68 133 Liberal
109 1083 1988 Conservative
110 547 672 Conservative
111 137 575 Liberal
112 608 994 NDP
113 1305 1766 Liberal
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Numbers FollowersNum FolloweesNum Lable
114 1740 642 Liberal
115 1104 1996 Liberal
116 295 325 Conservative
117 1882 1963 NDP
118 453 173 NDP
119 1266 782 Liberal
120 586 792 Conservative
121 490 739 Conservative
122 417 489 Conservative
123 271 635 Conservative
124 1071 1674 NDP
125 443 342 Liberal
126 108 424 Conservative
127 1312 1077 Liberal
128 669 979 Liberal
129 1307 1088 Conservative
130 429 494 NDP
131 1456 1715 NDP
132 508 386 Liberal
133 932 1222 Liberal
134 1174 502 NDP
135 5000 2000 Conservative
136 1068 1729 Liberal
137 2318 1954 Conservative
138 2083 1801 Conservative
139 181 453 Conservative
140 970 1911 Conservative
141 1263 1732 Conservative
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